ACTI: Communications avec actes dans un congrès international
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ACTI06-001 AHMAD J., CHATEAUNEUF A.
Structural Dynamics under stochastic loading
International Conference CIFMA, Alep, Syrie, 2-4 mai 2006.

ACTI06-002 AIT-AIDER O., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P., and LAVEST J.M.
multaneous pose and velocity measurement for high-speed robots

ACTI06-003 AIT-AIDER O., ANDREFF N., LAVEST J.M., and MARTINET P.
Simultaneous object pose and velocity computation using a single view from a rolling camera.

ACTI06-004 AIT-AIDER O., PACCOT F., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P.
A novel approach to vision-based computed torque control of parallel robots.

ACTI06-005 ALRIC M., CHAPELLE F., LEMAIRE J.J.,
Design of an innovating robotic system for neurosurgery,

ACTI06-006 ANDREFF N., MARTINET P.
Vision-based kinematic modelling of some parallel manipulators for control purposes.

ACTI06-007 ANDREFF N., DALLEJ T., MARTINET P.
Image-based visual servoing of Gough-Stewart parallel manipulators using legs observation.

ACTI06-008 AOUES Y., CHATEAUNEUF A.
Efficiency and robustness in the approaches of reliability based design optimization
ASRANET conference, Glasgow, UK, 10-12 juillet 2006.

ACTI06-009 AOUES Y., CHATEAUNEUF A.
Efficient decoupled approach for System Reliability-Based Design Optimization
Computational Stochastic Mechanics, Rhodes, Greece, June 2006.

ACTI06-010 AOUES Y., CHATEAUNEUF A.
Optimisation mécano-fiabiliste des structures de génie civil
International Conference CIFMA, Alep, Syrie, 2-4 mai 2006.

ACTI06-011 AUSLENDER F., REKIK A., BORNERT M., ZAOUI A.
Global and local evaluation of different linearization treatment sustaining nonlinear homogenization procedures,

ACTI06-012 BASCOUL C., RAY P.
Virtual Sketch in Mechanical Engineering.

ACTI06-013 BASCOUL C., RAY P.
Virtual Sketching in Mechanical Design
Virtual Concept 2006, Cancun, Mexico, November 26-December 1st, 2006, actes sur CD ROM.

ACTI06-014 BASCOUL C., GOGU G., RAY P.
Virtual Sketch in Mechanical Engineering.

ACTI06-015 BUIJNAK J., BOUCHAIR A., VICAN J., BANITOPoulos C.C.,
On the assessment of partial interaction between steel and concrete in composite beam: a linear elastic model.

ACTI06-016 CANO T., CHAPELLE F., RAY P., LAVEST J.M.,
Measuring the deformation of a Parallel Kinematics Machine under dynamic conditions, by combining video and accelerometers,
Proc. of IEEE Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robot and Systems (IROS), Beijing, China, October, 2006.

ACTI06-017 CHANAL H., DUC E., RAY P., HASCOET J.Y.
Design of a dedicated machined part for calibrating parallel kinematics machine tool

ACTI06-018 CLAIR D., DAUCHER D., FOGLI M., BERTHIER Y.
Toward a stochastic modelling of disk brakes dynamics
8th International Conference on Computational Structures Technology (CST’06), Las Palmas de Gran Canaria (Spain), CD Rom (8p.), Sept. 12-15, 2006.

ACTI06-019 CLAIR D., GRANGE P., FOGLI M., DAUCHER D., M., BERTHIER Y.
A stochastic analysis of squeal

ACTI06-020 COUDOR P., BEAKOU A., VAN DER VEEN S.
Global-local analysis of bounded skin-to-stiffener joints in post-buckled panels,

ACTI06-021 DALLEJ T., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P
3D pose visual servoing is the canonical choice for the Cartesian control of parallel robots.

ACTI06-022 DALLEJ T., ANDREFF N., and MARTINET P.
Visual servoing of Par4 using leg observation.
32nd Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society (IECON’06), November 2006.

ACTI06-023 DEHEEGER F., LEMAIRE M.
Reliability Analysis by Support Vector Machine Classification, Integrating Structural Analysis,
Risk & Reliability

ACTI06-024 DESHAYES L., WELSCH L., DONMEZ A., IVESTER R.,
Robust Optimization for Smart Machining Systems: An Enabler for Agile Manufacturing,
Proceedings of IMECE 2005, Orlando, Florida, USA.

ACTI06-025 DESHAYES L., FOUFOU S., GRUNINGER M.,
Ontology Architecture for StandardS Integration and Conformance in Manufacturing,
MME 2006, Grenoble (France), CD Rom (12p.), 17-19 Mai 2006.

ACTI06-026 DUC E., PATELOUP V., RAY P.
The certification of cam output toolpaths: a necessary improvement
Conférence Incom 06 de l’IFAC, du 17 au 19 mai 2006 à Saint Etienne.

ACTI06-027 FAUROUX JC., CHAPELLE F., BOUZGARROU C..
A new principle for climbing wheeled robots: serpentine climbing with the OpenWHEEL platform,
in Proc. of IEEE Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robot and Systems (IROS), Beijing, China, October, 2006.

ACTI06-028  GAGNOL V., BOUZGARROU B.C., RAY P., BARRA C.
Chatter stability prediction considering the speed dependent spindle dynamics

ACTI06-029  GOGU, G.
Fully-isotropic parallel manipulators with five degrees of freedom,

ACTI06-030  GOGU, G.
Fully-isotropic parallel manipulators with Schönflies motions and complex legs with rhombus loops,

ACTI06-031  GOGU, G.
Fully-isotropic T3R2-type parallel manipulators,

ACTI06-032  GOGU, G.

ACTI06-033  HADJ-ABDELKADER H., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P.
Kinematic calibration of a gough-stewart platform using an omnidirectional camera.

ACTI06-034  HADJ-ABDELKADER H., MEZOUAR Y., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P.
Omnidirectional visual servoing from polar lines.

ACTI06-035  HÄHNEL A., PETIT F., RIEUENEAU F., LEMAIRE M.

ACTI06-036  JENCK O., DIAS D., KASTNER R.
Small scale model test and numerical modelling of soft ground improvement by vertical rigid piles.
1st Euro Mediterranean Symp. on Advances in Geomaterials and Structures, Hammamet, Tunisie, 3-5 mai 2006.

ACTI06-037  KADRY S., CHATEAUNEUF A., EL TAWIL K.

ACTI06-038  KADRY S., CHATEAUNEUF A.

ACTI06-039  KADRY S., CHATEAUNEUF A., EL TAWIL K.
A One-Dimensional Transformation Method for Reliability Analysis


ACTI06-046 LAIER J., VENTURINI W., CHATEAUNEUF A., Human comfort based on reliability models, 3rd ASRANet International Colloquium, Glasgow, UK, 10-12 juillet 2006.


ACTI06-050 LEBAILLIF D., ZHANG X.B., RECHO N., Use of a Crack Box Technique for Crack Bifurcation in Ductile Material, 16th European Conference on Fracture (ECF 16), July 2006, (Greece).

ACTI06-051 MA S., ZHANG X.B., RECHO N., Li J., The fatigue crack growth model considering the effects of the loading mode and of the residual stress due to weld, 16th European Conference on Fracture (ECF 16), July 2006, (Greece).


ACTI06-053 MATHIAS J.D., BALANDRAUD X., GREDIAC M., Experimental study of composite patches subjected to a thermal loading, Composites Testing and Model Identification (Comptest 2006), Porto, Portugal, 10-12 avril 2006.


ACTI06-059 PACCOT F., ANDREFF N., MARTINET P., and KHALIL W. Vision-based computed torque control of parallel robots. 32nd Annual Conference of the IEEE Industrial Electronics Society (IECON06), November 2006.


ACTI06-065 SYED-MUHAMMAD K., TOUSSAINT E., GREDIAC M. Optimization of specimen shape for improved identifiability of material constitutive parameters using the virtual fields method, WCCM7 - 7th World Congress on Computational Mechanics, 10 pages, Los Angeles, USA, Juillet 2006.

ACTI06-066 TAAZOUNT M., RACHER P., FAUGERAS J.C.; Finite element analysis of timber trusses with punched plate connections with semi rigidity and contact; WCTE 2006 - 9th World Conference on Timber Engineering - Portland, OR, USA - August 6-10,
ACTI06-067  TALON A., BOISSIER D., HANS J., CAPRA B.
A Multi-Scale Approach for Service Life Evaluation.
European Symposium on Service Life and Serviceability of Concrete Structures, Helsinki, Finland, June 2006.

ACTI06-068  YALAMAS T., DEFAUX G., DESTREEBECQ J.-F., LAUDREN A., CLATOT B.
Estimation of the durability of dispersion structures in cooling towers.

ACTI06-069  YASNIY P., MARUSHCHAK P., LAPUSTA Y., BARAN D.
Evaluation of in-service surface cracking of rolls of continuous casting machines,

ACTI06-070  WALD F., TICHÁ A., KADIOGLU E., BOUCHAÎR A.,
Temperature of Fin-Plate Beam-to-Beam Connections.
Progress in Steel, Composite and Aluminium Structures (XI international conference on Metal Structures), Rzeszow, Poland, pp. 689-694, 21-23/06/2006.

ACTI06-071  ZAIM S., HUTHER I., FLAVENOT J.F., ROBERT J.L.
Fatigue life prediction of notched component under uniaxial variable amplitude loading,